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cement mortar smear or the cement slurry on the
face of the CMU. This now contributes to more
differences in the amount of cement slurry and
aggregate, on or exposed, on the face of the
CMU. This creates a mottled effect. When color is
added to the cement matrix, differences are am‐
During the manufacturing process cement and
plified even more.
aggregate, with a small amount of water are
mixed together and mechanically placed in mold One would think that the solution would be to use
boxes. In the mold boxes the material is vibrated the acidic product to take all of the cement slurry
and formed. Then the material pallet creating the off of the CMU, but since the slurry is inconsistent
base of the mold is lowered stripping the newly in thickness and density, and we know that the
formed CMU out of the mold boxes and over to acidic product is indiscriminate, you would run the
be stacked for steam curing. It is during this strip‐ risk of loosening the rest of the cement matrix
ping that the sides of the steal mold boxes, acting used to hold the CMU together and or chemically
like a trowel on cement, draw and deposit a ce‐ staining the remaining aggregate in the CMU or
ment matrix on the surface of the exterior of the mortar joint. This staining is commonly referred to
CMU. This cement matrix or slurry is a non uni‐ as acid burning.
form byproduct of the stripping action and is in‐
The mottling affects that are inherent with
consistent in its thickness and coverage of the
smooth‐face CMU can be aesthetically pleasing to
exterior of the CMU. Less coverage creates more
some design professionals, and can be less than
exposure of aggregate and in turn more voids to
pleasing to others. In order to avoid disputes dur‐
hold shadows that change the hue of the unit.
ing the construction process, it is recommended
This along with the natural color variants of the
that samples be supplied during the materials
cement and the aggregate create differences in
selection phase and the designer view previous
color hue from one unit to the next.
projects using smooth CMU. It is also recom‐
During the course of CMU wall construction, mor‐ mended that a jobsite mockup panel be con‐
tar (a cement based material) could be smeared structed to demonstrate that the materials and
on the surface of the CMU. This is considered workmanship to be used will produce the desired
construction debris and maybe expected to be results. The panel should be cleaned and sealed
cleaned from the surface. In order to clean this per the project specifications prior to evaluation
cement, (an alkali), from the surface it must be and should be maintained throughout the dura‐
loosened with an acidic based product and tion of the project.
washed away with water. The water (also being
More information can be reference through the
alkali based), performs two functions, washing
Northwest Concrete Masonry Association Tek
away the loosened cement mortar and neutraliz‐
note Smooth‐Face Architectural Concrete Ma‐
ing the acidic product. During this process the
sonry.
acidic product is indiscriminate as to what cement
product it is loosening and washing away, the
Many masonry walls have used smooth‐face CMU
successfully as design elements. As with any prod‐
ucts there are benefits and limitations that need
to be understood, to satisfy expectations of the
finished masonry wall assembly.

MIO/CTIO 2014 Golf Tournament
July 25th Langdon Farms was the place to be for the39th annual MIO/CTIO Golf tournament. An early morning continental break‐
fast and moderate weather set the tone for a great day of golf. With a Beat the Pro game on hole six and putting contests on hole
10, fun was had by all. A BBQ lunch awaited the golfers at the end of their round, with team trophies and individual prizes for long‐
est drives and closest to the pin. The Masonry and Ceramic Tile Institute would like to thank all our sponsors without whom events
such as this would not be possible. A special thanks to Mutual Materials for co sponsoring the golf balls and to Basalite Concrete
Products for sponsoring the golf towels.

First Place Team Low Gross Tomio Fukuyama, Tony Fennig, Michael Thiel

First Place Team Low Net Lenny Pardue, Linda Pardue, Cathy Dull, Norm Dull

Second Place Team Low Gross Jeff Allen, Brian Spencer, Rick Porter, Mike Madison
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Second Place Team Low Net James Wells, Jon Acord, Grant Jones, Brett Hanson

Hole Sponsors
Mutual Materials Holes 2,9,18
Davidson's Masonry Holes 3,11
Willamette Graystone Holes 4,17
Basalite Concrete Products Hole 1
Oregon Laborers Dist. Council Hole 7
CPM an OldCastle company Hole 8
Ashvine Products Hole 12
Precision Images Hole 13
Angelus Waterproofing and Restora‐
tion Hole 15

Third Place Team Low Gross Scott Prater, Zach Davidson, Ken Hatton, Bob Schroder

Third Place Team Low Net Todd Rowell, Peder Golberg , Mike Hagerty
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Closest to the Pin hole 3 Dave
Ingraham

Closest to the Pin hole 17 Todd
Rowell

Long drive +50 hole 8 Mike Thiel

Closest to the Pin hole 6 Scott

Long drive +50 hole 5, 18 Mark
Garvey

Long drive ‐50 hole 5 Zach
Davidson

Closest to the Pin hole 13 Mark
Hughes

Long drive +50 hole 12 David
Herr

Long drive ‐50 hole 12 Grant
Jones

Ball Sponsor Mutual Materials

Long drive ‐50 hole 18 Dena
Cook

Putting Contest Winner
Tamio Fukuyama
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wood subfloors, OSB subfloors and plywood
underlayment have typical spacing of 1/8" be‐
Substrate Requirements
tween units or is specified by the wood manu‐
The quality of the ceramic tile installation facturer. If expansion takes place in wood
depends greatly on the stability, permanence subfloors or underlayment without proper
and precision of the installation of the backing spacing the tile installation could fail.
or base material. The two most common
Tile installations that meet ANSI finished
flooring systems that tile is installed over, are
flatness requirements or stone instillations
wood‐frame and concrete.
that will meet MIA finish flatness require‐
Both floor bases must conform to the inter‐ ments, must have substrates that meet the
national residential code for residential appli‐ following service tolerances. For a mortar bed
cations, or the international building code for installation, allowable variance in the sub‐
commercial applications and applicable local strate is 1/4" in 10'. For thin‐bed and medium
building codes. In these codes, the maximum bed installations, using a cementitious bond‐
allowable floor member, live load and concen‐ ing material, allowable variance in the sub‐
trated load deflection, shall not exceed L/360 strate for tiles with all edges shorter than 15
for tile and L/480 for stone, were L is the clear inches, the maximum allowable variation is
span length of the supporting member per ap‐ 1/4" in 10' from the required plane, with no
plication building code. The owner should more than 1/16" variation in 12" when meas‐
communicate in writing to the project design ured from the high point in the surface. For
professional the intended use of the tile instal‐ tiles with at least one edge 15" in length or
lation including, in service loads or information longer, maximum allowable variation is 1/8" in
to allow the project design professional to cal‐ 10' from the required plane with no more than
culate such. A long with deflection, above 1/16" variation in 24" when measured from the
ground installations are inherently more sus‐ high points in the surface. For thin bed ce‐
ceptible to vibration and thermal expansion ramic tile installations when an organic adhe‐
and contraction.
sives or epoxy adhesive will be used, the maxi‐
mum allowable variation in the tile substrate is
1/16" in 3' with no abrupt irregularities greater
than 1/32 inch. Thin bed stone tile installations
have a maximum allowable variance in the tile
substrate of 1/8" in 10'.

Tile Corner

If the designer requires a more stringent
finish tolerance, the subsurface specification
must reflect that tolerance or the tile specifica‐
tion must include a specific and separate re‐
quirement to bring the surface into compli‐
ance with the desire tolerance.
In tile installation as with any type of con‐
struction project, the performance and ap‐
pearance of the end product is dependent on
To allow for expansion and contraction, ply‐ the quality of the base product it builds upon.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Masonry & Ceramic Tile Institute or Oregon
Holiday Luncheon December 5, 2014
Crowne Plaza, Lake Oswego, Oregon

ASTM committee E05 Meeting
ASTM Committee C09 Meeting
December 7‐10, 2014 New Orleans, LA

ASTM committee C12 Meeting
ASTM committee C15 Meeting
December 9‐12, 2014 New Orleans , LA

NAHB International Building Show
January 20‐22, 2014 Las Vegas , NV

TMS Special Inspection of Structural Masonry Construction Seminar
February 4, 2014 Las Vegas, NV

World of Concrete/World of Masonry
February 3‐6, 2014 Las Vegas, NV

NCMA Annual Convention
February 20‐22, 2014 San Antonio, TX

TMS Professor’s Workshop
March 8‐10 State college PA/ Pen State University

